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Chapter 490 Bishops Ruthless Ambition 

Now, as long 05 she heard news related to the Lion Group, she Cỡuldrit help worrying, paying attention 

to it 

Mandỵ sat down beside her. and asked, "Lucia, are you nervous7’ At this moment, Lucia was holding the 

phone tightly with both hands. with an uneasy expression, as if she was vvorried about something 

Lucia came back to her senses when she heard the sound, turned her head and smiled at Mandy, and 

said soítly, 'lt's okay l'm not used to leaving Austos City suddenly." 

Mandy siniled, stretched out her hand and patted the back of Lucỉas hand, "lt‘s okay. We’ll be back soon 

anyway" 

“Yeah. we vvould be back soon." Lucia recited silently in her heart, and gradually calmed down a bit 

At this moment, Timothy next to her suddenly said, "Mom, I want to play a game, can I?" 

Lucia glanced at the time. and there was still some time beíore boarding the plane. She handed the 

phone to Timothy, and said soítly, "You can only play for half an hour. or your eyes will be short-sightedr 

Timothy nodded, with Janet holdmg the mobile phone and vvatching non-stop. 

After more than ten minutes, Lucia got up to go to the bathroom, and speciíically told Mandy, "Mandy, 

l‘m going to the bathroom, and please help me vvatch Timothy and Janet careíully." 

smiled at Lucia and assured her, 

a vvhile, Timothy and Janet's attention was 

Simple and fun. 

Timothy and Janet surrounded Mandy by two sides. They 

it's played, simple, right? You can 

two littleguys were so curiousthat they took Mandys 

head, glanced at the mobtle phone on the chair beside her. Her eyes darkened 

pick up something, and then swept the mobile phone to the ground, and then she turned her head to 

look at the 

a while naturally, and then bent down to pick up the 

hurriedly packed their bags and got on the plane immediately. Just beíore boarding the plane, Mandy 

took the time to send a message, "The mobile phone has been successíully handed over to Jack, and the 

password is Timothy and Janet's birthday." Aíter íìnishing all 

the spacious and bnght offìce of the CEO of the Lion Media, casually playing with the phone in his hand, 

and aíter a vvhile, he curted his lips and looked at Jack who brought the phone over. and said soítly. 

"Have you taken all the photos I 



and handed over the mobile phone that took the 

of Lucia, Timothy and Janet vvaitmg in the waiting room, and a group oí them walking towards the 

boarding gate He ílipped through a íew photos, and then his eyes íocused on 

trace of surprise ílashed in his eyes, and 


